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how to dress your mannequin
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dressing: male forms

1. Never stand a mannequin on its neck
or head. Always lay mannequin on a soft
clean surface before dressing.

2. It is recommended to dress the
bottom half of the form first. Then place
the mannequin in position on base post
and continue dressing the top half.

3. There are two ways to dress the top
half of the mannequin. For short sleeved
shirts, dress the torso first, and then
attach the arms. For long sleeved shirts
and jackets, place the arm into the sleeve
through the neck and shoulder, and then
attach the arms.

4. Ensure arm magnets are fully engaged
before letting go. This means that both
locating pins are in the appropriate holes
and the arms and shoulder flat surfaces
are in contact with each other. Be sure
clothing does not get caught between
these surfaces.

**note
Be aware of any sharp edged items (zippers,
jewelry, etc.) that may come in contact with the
mannequin while dressing. Dragging a sharp
edged across the surface with scratch the paint
surface.
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dressing: runner forms

1. Never stand a mannequin on its neck
or head. Always lay mannequin on a soft
clean surface before dressing.

2. It is recommended to dress the
bottom half of the form first. Then place
the mannequin in position on base post
and continue dressing the top half.

3. There are two ways to dress the top
half of the mannequin. For short sleeved
shirts, dress the torso first, and then
attach the arms. For long sleeved shirts
and jackets, place the arm into the sleeve
through the neck and shoulder, and then
attach the arms.

4. Ensure arm magnets are fully engaged
before letting go. This means that both
locating pins are in the appropriate holes
and the arms and shoulder flat surfaces
are in contact with each other. Be sure
clothing does not get caught between
these surfaces.

**note
Be aware of any sharp edged items (zippers,
jewelry, etc.) that may come in contact with the
mannequin while dressing. Dragging a sharp
edged across the surface with scratch the paint surface.
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dressing: female forms

1. Never stand a mannequin on its neck
or head. Always lay mannequin on a soft
clean surface before dressing.

2. It is recommended to dress the
bottom half of the form first. Then place
the mannequin in position on base post
and continue dressing the top half.

3. There are two ways to dress the top
half of the mannequin. For short sleeved
shirts, dress the torso first, and then
attach the arms. For long sleeved shirts
and jackets, place the arm into the sleeve
through the neck and shoulder, and then
attach the arms.

4. Ensure arm magnets are fully engaged
before letting go. This means that both
locating pins are in the appropriate holes
and the arms and shoulder flat surfaces
are in contact with each other. Be sure
clothing does not get caught between
these surfaces.

**note
Be aware of any sharp edged items (zippers,
jewelry, etc.) that may come in contact with the
mannequin while dressing. Dragging a sharp
edged across the surface with scratch the paint
surface.
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dressing: bust forms

1. Never stand a mannequin on its neck
or head. Always lay mannequin on a soft
clean surface before dressing.
2. For short sleeved shirts, dress the
mannequin first, and then attach the
arms.
3. For long sleeved shirts and jackets,
place the arm into the sleeve through the
neck and shoulder, and then attach the
arms.
4. Ensure arm magnets are fully engaged
before letting go. This means that both
locating pins are in the appropriate holes
and the arms and shoulder flat surfaces
are in contact with each other. Be sure
clothing does not get caught between
these surfaces.
**note
Be aware of any sharp edged items (zippers,
jewelry, etc.) that may come in contact with the
mannequin while dressing. Dragging a sharp
edged across the surface with scratch the paint
surface.

**note
Be aware of any sharp edged items (zippers,
jewelry, etc.) that may come in contact with the
mannequin while dressing. Dragging a sharp
edged across the surface with scratch the paint
surface.
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dressing forms

1. If clothing should become caught
between the arm, leg and torso surfaces,
release arm or leg magnet and gently
pull fabric free from fitting and then reattach
arm or leg.


